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The Cadbury-Fry-Pascall Ltd (Ca dbury) factory establis hed at 
Claremont, Tasmania in 1921 was unique insofar as it involved the 
complete transfer of a Britis h based company a nd management, with 
as s ociated welfare and planning traditions, to a community of workers 
from a British cultural background living in Australia. A number of 
reasons can be put forward concerning the willingness of the Ca dbury 
family as directors ·and managers, to implement identical welfare 
services in Tasmania. An examination is made of the princi ples , 
development and s ocial consequences of these welfare services in 
order to arrive at historical and sociological explanations . These 
explanations are based upon considerations of four interrelated 
element s : the use of welfare as a means of gaining control over the 
workforce, the religious ideology of t he Quaker owners , the Progres-
sive ideas of the contemporary management and the attitudes of the 
A0stralian workers. 
The theoris t s of s o called paternalis tic capitalism interpret 
the use of welfare services as a means of socia l control whereby, 
through paternalistic practices, a fundamentally inequalitarian s ystem 
becomes morally justified and stabilised . An isolated self-contained 
community, s uch as Cadburys hoped to build in Claremont , provides 
the best milieu for pa ternalism to operate within. In s uch a s itua tion 
the employer can, through welfare , create a str uctural framework 
within which domination can become almost complete. That is, hi s 
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influence is able to extend into all areas of a worker' s life , 
i ncludi ng his private life. The compa ny becomes a 'greedy insti-
tution' seeki ng to make total claims on its members' personalities , 
in order to gai n their exclusive and undi vided loyalty 
1977b;Coser, 1974 ) . 
(Ne wby, 
The worker becomes materially dependent upon the company by 
participating in welfare schemes, such as housing an d pension funds , 
His affiliation wi th compa ny adminis tered sporting a nd social cl ubs 
enables the compa ny 's co ntrol to become even more extens i ve, extending 
into the worker's social life. The compa ny is, in this way, able to 
encompass all as pects of a worker 's life . Enveloped in s uch a wa y 
he is unable to gain alternative i nterpretations of his s ituation 
and becomes i deologically dependent upon the moral judgement s of his 
s uperiors. Thus , what i s defi ned by t he employer as a fair a nd free 
exchange, res ulting in mutual benefi t s is, in f act, the exchange of 
welfare benefits for the worker's autonomy . 
The employer i s able to legitimate his own position by defi ni ng 
his power as s ervice over t hose whom he has control. His own relative 
position an d that of his employees are defined as given wit h each 
possess ing reciprocal rights and obligations. The employer is thus 
able to convert a rigid a nd arbitrarilly controlled hierarchy into 
an 'organic ' society of mutual and harmonious i nterdependency . The 
worker ' s dependency upon the company i s ubiquitous thus any possible 
do ubt as to his 'place' or the correct ness of such a power s truct ure 
is easily extinguis hed (Newby, 1977a 157). It is precisely by 
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defining this inequitable relationship as a fair and free exchange 
within a cooperative enterprise, that it becomes stabilised. 
Inequalities are seen as given, enabli ng stabilised patterns of 
privilege and control to be perpetuated virtually without chal lenge. 
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Paternalism'-s power lies in the fact tha t, as the workers accept 
these mutual relationships and obligations as legitimate, t he jus ti-
fication for these relations hi ps increases in strength . 
However , there i s a gap i n the theories of Paternalistic capitalism. 
While they are able to deal adequately with welfare as creating and 
perpetuating patterns of control, they neglect to deal with wha t 
motivates a worker to voluntarily exchange his a utonomy for welfare 
benefits. A wor ker's participation in welfare does not necessarily 
result in the worker identifying with the employer. His participation 
may be devoid of any feeling of moral committment towards the employer 
(Lockwood et al, 1978) . Therefore, i n or der to understand the 
successful operation as a means of control it is essentia l to see t he 
link between welfare and t he attitudes and experiences of Aus tralian 
workers. The worker is more l ikely to identify with the employer if 
there is a congruence between the wo r ker 's orientat ions towards work 
a nd the mode of control utilised by t he emp loyer (Newby, 1977b:62). 
I n Australia, relative economic affluence has been the norm amongst 
t he working class since at l east 1900 . Militant trade union actio n 
in the l890's forc ed colonial governments to make eco nomi c concessions 
s uch as t he mi nimum wage , fact ory acts and old age pensions. The 
success of the workers' actions was partly due to the absence of 
entrenched conservative social forces, and partly to the employers' 
needs to entice labour in the face of a shortage. 
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It may be hypothesised that the paucity of large scale indus try 
in Hobart prior to 1920 created a working class that was not 
socialised in the factory, but in a relatively affluent working 
class community. This community was based upon geographical s tability, 
intimacy, concentration and a shared culture, yet did not possess 
the militant culture consciousness of a factory-based occupational 
community. Consequently,the Hobart worker was prepared to a ccept 
the deskilli ng and monotony o~ automative production at Cadbury's 
in order to obtain high wages and material benefits. This propensity 
to accept work as a ~eans ta extrinsic ends can thus be understood 
as existing independently of and, prior to, t his involvement in 
industry. 
The worker's instrumental attitude ma de him willing to engage 
in the Cadbury's welfare schemes that offered distinct material 
benefits, such as housing and superannuation. This prior involvement 
in the intimate working class community made it easy for him to participate 
in company sporting and social clubs when the other participants were 
friends a nd kin already known to him. Even though a worker's prior 
orientation may have motivated his initial participation in welfare, 
once invclved,Cadbury's control was able to extend into his social 
as well as working life. 
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The use of welfare as a means of social control cannot over-
s hadow the fact that the initial impetus for welfare was l argely 
idealistic, coming from the religious committments of the Quaker 
family of Cadbury. Quakeris m dictated that the individual must 
renounce s inful attachment to the world and follow the guidance of 
his conscience to be amongst the saved. However, Christian observance 
could hardly be expected from those who had to battle for the 
necessities of life. The Cadburys , as a Quaker family, were confide nt 
that by providing welfare services they were not only following the 
dictates of their cons ciences, but were enabling their workers to 
take their places amongst the saved. Welfare not only fulfilled a 
religious purpose but was so und business . As well as being able to 
raise the worf<:er' s morals, it made him healthy, committed and efficient. 
But, by the 1920's wi der changes within industry and society i n 
Britain made Quakerism a ppear inadequate as a means for justifying 
welfare and securing a cooperative and efficient workforce . In an 
effort to reconcile the strains and inconsistencies in their view 
of the world, the Cadburys turned to the New Liberalism, or Progres-
sivism, as a programme for action. It was hoped that the application 
of welfare by trained managers along scientific lines would reform 
those a$pects of capitalism that had morally stunted the worker and 
caused conflict. The worker would, as a result, become a better 
citizen, his efficiency within industry would be secured and harmony 
would res ult between the ideals of employer and employee. Welfare 
that had initially been applied to realise Quaker inspired ideas, 
now became a means to manipulate, scientifically and consciously, 
the social relationships within the factory in order to avoid 
conf lict and increase output. 
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In order to show the relationship between paternalism, Quakerism, 
Progressivism and the attitudes of and experiences of Australian 
workers as factors crucial for understanding welfare programmes at the 
Cadbury factory at Claremont, a number of historical documents and 
sources were examined. Chapter two examines the importance of Cadbury's 
Quaker utopian ideas in form ing the welfare programmes that formed 
the basis of Bournville . Chapter three is concerned with the trans-
formation of religious Quaker dogma into the secular ideology of 
Progressivism, a nd looks at the effects of this transformation on the 
nat ure and scope of welfare programmes. In chapter four consideration 
is given to the Tas manian application of t~e ideas associated with 
Bournville, with special emphasis given to the characteristics of the 
local labour force. Finally chapter five offers the conclusions of 
the study concerning t he principles and s ocial consequences of welfare 
at Cadburys, Claremont. 
CHAPTER TWO 
BOURNVILLE: A UTOPIAN EXPERIMENT 
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Bournville, as a self-contained garden city, marked the religious 
continua tion of a distinctively British utopian t radition characterised 
by the thoug ht of Robert Owen. Its distinctiveness lay in its credence 
that a r e turn to an agrarian society would enable the individual to 
realis e all his capacities and thus elevate society to a higher state. 
Robert Owen's initial utopian schemes were put into operat i on at his 
New La nark cotton mil ls between 1800-12. When Owen took over 
management of the mill he found~working community already i n existence, 
with housing provided for families of good moral character. He was, 
nevertheless,faced with drunkeness a nd slothful habits despite the 
harsh regimen of the factory sys t em. Owen believed moral conduct 
could be inculcated by systemat ic training leadi ng ta habit f ormat ion , 
s ince all men were equally capa ble of lis tening to the voice of 
reason and argument. Within his factory he reasoned his wor kers out 
of drunkeness and irregular habits by r eprimandi ng t hem, and in this 
way s trengthened discipline and increased productivity. 
Owen's first fully fledg e d utopian plan was outlined in 1817. 
He proposed the formation of self-sustaj_ning communities of unemployed 
workers , whom he thought were victims of the social environment. In 
these villages the opportunity was provided to reform the indigent 
by altering the environment. It a fforded t he philanthropist a n 
opportunity to remould the poor as if they were children and in such 
a wa y that they would be a ble to imagine no other way of life. This 
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programme could be inst~tuted with the least possible disturba nce 
to economic relations. Even if men could not grasp these rational 
ideas, New Lanark provided an empirical demonstration of the truth 
of the s ystem and its dominant idea. 
By 1849 Owen's utopian thought reached its final embodiment i n 
the so called 'rect angular towns hips'. These settlements were based 
on t he common cultivation of land. They were to serve as an agent 
of the creative power of God in maintaining universal harmony. 
Harmony could not be achieved without equality which mea nt t he 
fulfilment of a vari ety of character, not the imposition of unifor mi ty . 
Perfect equality thr ough life was the only f oundation fo r a certain 
bond of union among men, a nd an elevated state of society (Ma nuel and 
Ma nue l:1979). 
Owenism presented a ferment of ideas many of which fo und their 
way into religious and secular movements in the nineteenth century. 
Its communitarianism was a challenge to a s ociet y in which community 
values had been weakened by an emphasis upon i ndividual enterprise, 
self help a nd competition. The appeal of social and economic organis-
ation on a cooperative bas i s was t hat it offered a plan for s ocial 
change that was radical , peaceful a nd immediate. One of the most 
prominent continuations of utopian s ocialism was accomplished by 
the Quaker movement and especially by the Cadbury family . 
George Cadbur y believed the wealth of a nation lay in the life 
of its people. It mus t be s ound at heart or it should fall as did 
the Roma n Empire beca use of demoralisation at the centre. Life was 
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perishing under the onslaught of i ndustrialisation. It had degraded 
huma n life through long hours, low wages, loss of morals, loss of 
health, loss of f ed.th and most importantly loss of efficiency . 
Comfortless homes and depressed physica l energy ha d ca used poverty 
and drinking, dea dening all des ire for improvement in the worker . 
The workers' s ocial environment reflected their mood and physi ca l 
degradation a nd could only be corrected by exposure to the vita lising 
effect of improved moral and material conditions (Gardiner, 1923: vii; 
Bournville Works Magazine, 1908: 140; Gardiner, 1923: 95 ; Cadbury , 
1908: 57-64 ). 
Accor ding to George Cadbur y, social justice or socialism which 
a imed at reform on a purely material basis culminating in the 
abolition of poverty and the equa lising of conditions of life, was 
as inadequa te a remedy to England' s condition as a purely s piritual 
solution. If s ocial reform was to be fundamenta l and everlasting 
it must be charged with a religious enthusiasm. A true s olution to 
s ocia l problems called for material and s piritual solutions (Gardiner , 
1923: 197-8). The factory s ys tem was perceive d as es sential to 
s ociety as it then existed. In lieu of reforming patterns of 
distribution, t he Cadburys believed in reforming th e individual 
wi thin society. 
The Cadbury' s Quakerism was a religious version of Owen's ideas. 
It offered them a programme with which to remould t heir workers , in 
a reformed environment, into correct habits i n order to achieve their 
aim of increas ed productivity. George Cadbury believed that salvation 
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was offered to all men; it came by individual revelation through 
the working of the Divine Spirit. A sincere repudiat ion of the 
world and its interests and unconditional submission to God as 
speaking through the conscience were the only true signs of rebirth. 
Refusal of the offer of salvation s howed a man who had chosen not 
to follow the Divine Spirit or inner reason due to sinful a ttachment 
to the world (Weber, 1976). 
The working of heaven was not the Cadbury s' concern. Their 
concern lay in the spreading of heaven. But how could a man forego 
sinful attachment to the world when his home was a slum and his only 
possible place of recreation a public house? The solution l ay in 
providing improved industrial conditions and welfare facilities. 
These material benefits would enable the worker to rise above mere 
s ubsis tence. Hi~ life would have a loft ier aim and deeper significa nce 
and, as a result, the worker would be provided with the opportunity 
to take his place amongst the saved. Thus, the significance for the 
Cadburys in providing welfare was that it represented more than the 
mere satisfaction of personal wa nts. At the same time welfare was 
in the best of business interest, for by increasing the workers' 
physical efficiency it also increased business efficiency. Nevertheless, 
welfare provided the Cadburys with the reassuring knowledge that in 
performi ng these good works they were following the dictates of their 
conscience and could therefore count themselves as amongst the reborn 
(Bartlett, 1960: 80; Gardiner, 1923: 481). 
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Bournville was thought of as an application of these ideas, 
as a social experiment. George Cadbury perceived that if welfare 
was to be adopted within the wider industrial sphere it had to be 
thought of not as religiously influenced fantasy but as sound 
business. Bournville would be visible proof that the appeal of 
improved factory conditions and welfare did not lie in sentiment 
but in sound economics (Gardiner, 1923: 95). The value of Bo urnville 
was that the problems were handled by the employers themselves. As 
in the instance of Robert Owen and New Lanark, the Cadburys hoped 
that Bournville would provide the whole nation with inspirational 
ideas and the experience upon which it could engage i n wider s ocial 
reform. Within this business enterprise the Cadburys wanted to 
establish a feeling of sympathy and cooperation with the workers 
similar ta the 'old family feeling' of pre-industrial times. But 
paternalism was not equated with the provision of welfare alone . 
Paternalism was expressed visibly in the relationship between 
management and the worker (Scott, 1955: 89). 
The Cadburys 1 crusade ta restore the industrial world to its 
old healthful contact with natural things began in 1879 when George 
Cadbury's cocoa and chocolate business outgrew its premisec i n 
Birmingham. The decision was made to relocate the factory in the 
rural isolation of Bournville four miles from Birmingt1am. The 
Bournville housing scheme was a necessity to ensure an adequate 
supply of labour for the factory. This utilita rian aspect was 
combined with an Dwenite idealistic desire to raise the worker's 
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moral and physical standards of health with a vision of bucolic 
England. The housing provided was along model lines. The houses 
were built ta allow the greatest possible circulation of air and 
sunshine and were of varying design and irregular black placement, 
to avo id visual monotony. They were endowed with fruit trees as 
recognition of the economic value and healthy recreation a garden 
could provide (Gardiner, 1923 : 148- 9). (Figure 1) 
The community that grew around the factory was not restricted 
only to Cadbury employees. Social mix was seen as desirable. Effort s 
were made so that the community would be as mixed as possible in 
terms of interests, character, income and social class. Bournville 
was planned to incorporate houses of different values a nd types in 
the same street. It was thought that a spirit of emulation nurt ured 
in the working class would raise their standards and prevent them 
from sinking into the ~ubmerged mass ' or 'residue' (Bournville Village 
Trustees, 1955: 18; Williams, 1931: 235; Ga rdiner, 1923: 148). 
Social mix placed the Cadbury employees' work orientations in a 
wider social context. The differential standards of housing reflected 
the stratification system within the factory. It formed a visible 
hierarchy of power and economic resources. Within such a closed 
community, and i n close contact with management thro ugh s ocial mix, 
the workers' participation in welfare s uch as housing was taken for 
granted as was the status hierarchy i n which he participated. The 
worker ensured the community's continuation withi n it and was , so 
to speak 9 a 'founding member'. The worker thus deferred to the 
tradition of welfare and the community. 
1 
901 
(Cher ry: 197 4-) 
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As well as deferring to the tradition of the community, the 
worker defered to the Cadburys' personal authority . The lack of 
alternative interpretations and their personal promotion of those 
definitions most conducive to reinforcing their legitimacy such 
as 'right' and 'duty' made the status heirarchy appear more 
appropriate. Housing formed part of the Cadburys' duty to go beyond 
the minimum level necessary under the agreed terms of the wage 
contract. Housing was,therefor~attributed to the generosity of the 
employer and was expected to involve feelings of gratitude and 
affection amongst the workers. It created a tendency for the workers 
to identify with the .Cadburys by directing attention away from t he 
underlying structure of the paternalistic relationship and towards 
s uch personal judgements. The strength of paternalism lay in the 
fact that as workers accepted these relationships as legitimate, the 
prevailing ethos s urrounding welfare grew in strength and became 
self sustaining. Thus potentially unstable coercive relationships 
were transformed into a stable system of legitimate authority that 
resided in the tradition of Bournville an d the other Cadbury enterprises. 
The Bournville houses were initially sold at cost price on a 
999 year lease to discourage speculators. They could not be sold 
below cost price as this would be deemed charity and deter other 
employers from following the Bournville example. In 1900 the estate 
was made into the Bournville Village Trust, All revenue obtained 
was to be automatically reinvested in model housing. Tenants were 
to pay a rent of four percent on capital invested, resulting in 
predictions that the 
high level of r ents would cause a mass exodus from Bournville 
(Bour nville Village Trust, 1955). It can be reasonably suggested 
that by calculating what the workers s hould pay rather than what 
they could pay, even the lowest rents were beyond the means of the 
poor, whom they were designed to help. 
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The Cadburys' activities as housing reformers cannot be divorced 
from their activities as an employer. Their attempts at housing 
reform must be seen as related to their efforts to humanise 
industry through high wages and good industrial conditions. A worker 
who was over worked a nd underfed would not participate in welfare 
schemes, including housing, t hat were aimed at improving efficiency 
(Cadbury, 1912: 1 ) . 
The Cadburys realised that their attempts to humanise industry 
had made them into attractive employers. They wer~ therefor~ able 
to apply rigorous entry requirement s . The criteria for entry were 
based upon educati□ nv general tone and character and physical 
efficiency (Cadbury , 1912: 1-3). Selection of employees was an 
capacity, not on level of poverty or distress. The worker would 
therefore be encouraged to raise himself in order to gain employment. 
It was thought this would foster and uphold his self respect. Whilst 
Cadburys were desirous of raising the slum dweller, as in the 
instance of housing, the very qualities they demanded excluded this 
class. Casual labour did not give the worker the money ta move into 
Baurnville housing and raise himself, whilst slum dwelling was not 
conducive to the goad character and efficiency required for working 
in the factory. Thus, whilst preaching reform of environment to 
reform the man, the Ca dburys actually demanded a r eformed man to 
go into the reformed environment . 
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Nevertheless , once in the employ of Cadburys the worker was in 
a position to accrue . considerable benefits from welfare s ervices. 
The workers were provided a doctor, dent ist a nd s ubsidised meals. 
They were provided with sj.ckness , deeth y old age a nd unemployment 
benefits (Wil liams, 1931 ) . The recreation facilities offered were 
impressive. They included football, hockey and cricket grounds , 
bowling greens , netball a nd tennis courts, gardens a nd s wimming baths. 
Swimming was not only healthy r ecreation but i t ens ured the cleanliness 
of the employees, a most desirable quality i n the f ood product ion 
industry. 
In their concern with t he development of a total worker the mora l 
health of their workers was as importa nt as t heir physical healt h . 
Every precaution was taken to avoid the grave moral danger that was 
thought to arise from indiscriminate mixing of youths of both sexes 
in factories (Cadb ury, 1912: 253) . Married women were not employed 
as it was felt this would have the undesirable effect of maki ng 
t heir hus bands i ndolent through livi ng an their wives ' wages (Gardi ner, 
1923: 31). As well,women would be unable to devote proper care to 
t he home a nd children upon which the f ut ure strength of Britain was 
t hought to be based. 
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Cadburys provided amongst their welfare provisions a large 
number of sporting clubs. Some we r e in a cultural vein including 
the Dramatic Society, Musical Society and Choral Society , a Silver 
Band and a Folk Da nce Society . Sporting clubs were organised 
separately, presumably to guard against possible mora l danger, 
while more divergent interests were catered for by the Garden Club 
and Works Model Yacht Club (Williams, 1931). It is possible that 
within s uch clubs employee~ work orientations were placed within 
a wider social context. The allocation of status was able to take 
pjrt ·t hrough interactional mechanisms. Through close acquaintance 
people gained a detail ed knowledge of each other's personal qualities 
a nd could have applied relatively strict criteria i n deciding who 
was worthy of membership ta a particular status gro up within the 
community. But it must be remembered that in a self contained 
community s uch as Bournville and with a lack of alternat i ve i nter-
pretations it was t he Cadburys who defined the status criteria . 
The co nsensus reached, or rather impos ed, during interaction enabled 
the workers to regard t heir lowly pos ition less as a n injus tice than 
as a ne cessary part of a natural s ystem of i nequality. 
The Cadburys believed that when a com~unity i s dependent upon 
a large works sit uated i n its midst it seemed natural their social 
life s hould f ocus arou nd this centre. Little objection could be 
raised providing t hat no coercive attitude was ass ume d by the company 
and t he institutions were allowed to develop na t urally to meet t he 
needs explicitly expressed by t he workers (Cadbury, 1912: 260 ) . 
I I 
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As far as the Cadburys were concerned the worker's participation 
in welfare was voluntary a nd natural. It was an association from 
which they could both benefit. 
Bournville was visible proof that business efficiency a nd the 
employees' welfare were not opposing principles. It was thought 
of as a charmed circle beyond which lay conflict and disorder. 
Conditions in Bournville were so good that trade unionis m languis hed, 
Children born i n Bo urnville were several pounds heavier and several 
inches taller on average than the children in the Floodgate area - a 
very poor area in Birmingham. Although it was impossible to calculate 
the moral effects of Bournville, a larger proportion of Bournville 
residents at tende d church than in working class s uburbs, 'Coming 
into touch with Nature, brings men into closer touch with Nature's 
God'(Gardiner, 1923: 112, 155, 171). It appears that the i nhabitants 
of Bournville were indeed created i n the Cadbury's mould. 
The Bournville experiment was to prove that religiously inspired 
welfare was compatible wit h s ound business principles and val uable 
as a means of social control. This was due to the ability of welfare 
t o create a structural framework thro ugh which the Cadburys were 
able to control t he selection of workers and then envelope their s ocial 
and working lives. In this wa y, the Cadburys were able to gain control 
over informal associations within t he factory, and over the workers' 
definitions of the situation. They i mposed their dominant value 
!!;ystem which acted as a moral framewor l<:: promoting the endorsement of 
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existing inequality. The social order was then viewed as an 
organic entity in which each individual ha a proper part to play. 
In this centrally inculcated ideology of s ubordination, inequality 
was s een as inevitable (Parkin , 1978 ) . Thus the paterna lism of the 
Cadbury family represented organised ideological control that resulted 
in the moral attachment of the worker to the company a nd greater 
business efficiency. 
CHAPTER THREE 
PROGRESSIVISM: A SECULAR EVANGELISM 
19 
In the period up until 1920, structural changes withi n industry 
were perceived by the Cadburys as having produced industrial conflict 
and social disturbance. Within the context of wider societal trends 
towards secularisation, Quakerism became less efficient as an ideology 
justifying pater nalism and moral betterment through welfare provisions . 
Progressivism, or the New Liberalism, provided a better rationale for 
welfare provisions , a nd a means for securing a committed and efficient 
workforce. The Cadburys had become secular evangelists. 
The Cadburys felt obliged to produc~ rational and acceptable 
explanations of their practices that were acceptable to 
themselves and others . These explanations had to be sufficiently 
reflective of their interests to maintain a minimum level of 'moral' 
attachment on the part of the workers (Newby et al, 1978: 278-9 ) . In 
order to make this point clearer it is useful to disting uish between 
the related concepts of social imagery and ideology . Class imagery 
is referred to by Lockwood as an image of society that had a certain 
concreteness. It is the sum of what the individual knows about the 
world as a result of his ongoing lived experiences within it. It is 
rarely coherent, and is usually taken for granted. Ideologies, on 
the other hand, represent readily available explanatory systems which 
are evolved outside the individual 's everyday lived experiences, but 
comes to be applied to the explanations of these experiences. Hence 
ideologies represent external systems of ascribed beliefs which come 
to be applied to concrete social s ituations ex post facto as 
explanations or justifications (Newby et al, 1978: 280). 
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Welfare services can be seen as forming the basis of the s ocial 
imagery of both the Cadburys and their workforce insofar as it was 
concrete and experienced in everyday life. Indeed it encompassed 
almost every aspect of the workers' life. But broader changes in 
society had caused Quakerism, with its emphasis upon morality, to 
become irrelevant as an ideology justifying welfare. The wealth 
a cquired by many Protestants in the pursuit of a calling had a 
secularising effect. The intense search for the l<ingdom of Go d became 
transformed into the ideology of rational capitalism a nd conduct 
became oriented towards r ationally calculable principles. The 
individual was no l onger guided by mysterious forces, but knew that 
in principle he could ma~ter al l things by calculation. 
Whilst i t i s not poss ible to s pecify all the factors involved 
i n such a reorientation, a partial explanation can be provided by 
certain changes t hat occurred within society a nd the Cadburys ' 
perception of these changes. There were signs i n Britain that t he 
working class was becoming more unsettled. Between 1890-1911 trade-
union member~hip reached two million , doubl i ng between 1911-13 to 
reach four million. This was probably due to the decline in real 
incomes which had stopped improving aro und 1900-14 (Hobs bawm, 1979: 
159-65). 
However, the Cadbury management did not perceive low wages as 
causing industrial unrest, but looked upon the deskilling, monotony 
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and increasing division of labour within i ndustry as the principal 
reasons. It was felt that the subdi vision of processes had been 
d t h n exten·t that there ~as a. na~row1·ng of .~nteres·t carrie o sue a , A • .~ 
whilst automatic machinery ha d almost dominated any demand for 
initiative and adaption (Cadbury, 1913: 6). These changes were 
held at least partly responsible for the lack of moral committment 
and subsequent industrial unrest that had caused a loss of efficiency 
and lowering of output. 
But the growth in scale of industry and subsequent separation 
of ownership and control had created a new managerial stratum. The 
administration of capitalism came to rest increasingly upon this 
stratum. This was to be especially relevant to the Austral ian situation 
I 
where the lack of any personal influence of the Cadbury family, 
meant that responsibility for the factory rested almost wholly in 
the hands of managers. Their s cientific training and expertis e 
was largely to justify whatever steps were needed to secure the 
workers' efficiency within industry. 
The authority and expertise of managers was first used in a n 
attempt to secure greater efficiency a nd output by the exponents 
of wcientific Management or Taylorism. The manager's role was to 
take the knowledge formerly possessed by the worker, develop a 
science for each aspect of a man's work and then supervise its 
application. The incentive for the worker to participate in such 
a scheme and work more quickly l ay in high wages that were 
'scientifically' determined (Cadbury, 1913). 
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Taylorism represented the bureaucratisation of control. It 
was organisation bound by rules that sought to introduce a s ystematic 
division of labour and work performances governed by ' s cientifically' 
deter·mined rules. It tried to break the power of work teams by 
press ure a nd an appeal to i ndividual ambition (Li ttler, 1978) . I t 
at t empted to increase output and avoid industrial confl i ct by 
atomising the workforce. 
Although Cadburys adopted Taylorism within Bo urnville, they f elt 
that, unmediated by the beneficial and unifying effects of welfare, 
it had deleterious effects upon both the individual and s ociety. 
Unadulterated Taylorism had further fragme nted and deskilled l abour, 
produced even greater monotony and nervous strain for the worker 
a nd had paved the way for 'deterioration both mental and phys ical 
in a future generation '. For these reasons it was t hought to be 
doubtful whether pure Taylorism represented a 'step towards e conomic 
progress from a national point of view' (Cadbury, 1913: 4-5). 
The Cadbury family as directors adopted instead the New Liberalis m 
or Progres sivism as their programme for action. Its advocacy had, 
to a certain extent, been anticipated by some of the tenets of 
Quakerism. As with Quakerism, Progressivism pr ovided the Cadburys 
with an overreaching,morally-prescriptive,philosophy that was a ble to 
breach laissez- faire theories by preaching of employers ' rights a nd 
duties. It enabled the Cadburys to view their particular brand of 
human relations not as dogma but as a statement of the practical and 
theoretica l developments that resulted from the logic of events 
(Cadbury, 1912: 271).. Progressivism therefore, acted as an 
ideology insofar as it was an explanatory framework applied to 
justify the continuation of welfare within Bournville as it then 
existed. 
The Cadburys, as Progressives, believed that Britain could 
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only take the lead amongst nations and retain her world supremacy 
by treating the subject of efficiency scientifically . (Cadbury, 1912: 
13). The adherence of all sections of society to a moder n democratic 
s yst em was taken as showing that that society was - ruled by a 'spirit 
of s olidarity' or consensus (Cadb ury, 1913: 8). Efficiency s houl d, 
therefore, logically be a national concern. The efficiency of the 
employees and the firm had a wider civic value insofar as the firm 
was a unit of the national industry organisation (Cadbury, 1912: 10), 
The Cadburys' interes t in efficiency became equated with nat ional 
efficiency. Efficiency was, therefore , not only the concer n of the 
Cadburys but the duty of the worker. A sectoral interest thus became 
identified with national interest, for ming a basis upon which the 
Cadburys and their workers could cooperate. 
If the employees were led and not driven as in the case of 
Taylorism they could consciously cooperate with the management in 
worki ng for a common end (Cadbury, 1912: 69 ) . The worker had to 
recognise that the welfare of employer a nd employee were not 
a ntagonistic but complementary, with each position possessing certain 
duties and rights. It was the Cadburys' right as an employer to 
lead and the employees' duty to follow. 
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Industrial conflict was thought to be an expression of the 
worker's demand for greater control over the condition of his own 
life. The solution lay in treating the worker and his personality 
as ends in themselves (Cadbury, 1913: 7-B ). Business efficiency 
depended not only upon the physical condition of the employee but upon 
his general feeling and attitude towards the employer. In order to 
increase output and prevent conflict, the worker had to be induced 
to take a positive interest in the welfare of the company, and to 
feel that their work and personality counted. The identity of interest 
between employer and employee could be emphasised and the goad will 
and efficiency of employees fostered by taking into account t he 
workers depreivation and human nature (Cadbury, 1912: 11; Cadbury, 
1913: 9). Whereas Taylorism attempted to increase output and reduce 
conflict by fragment ing the workforce, the Cadbury management tried 
to achieve the same ends by unifying the workforce through the 
assertion of a common purpose. 
Welfare became the visible manifestation of this programme. 
The motivation behind welfare had changed. Sporting clubs and other 
s uch company run leisure activities were no longer jus tified in 
terms of their contribution towards the workers ' physical and moral 
health. Their role was now to alleviate the monotony of mo dern 
production. In an attempt to give the workers control over the 
administration of the factory, Works Councils were introduced in 
1917, replacing t he wholly management run Worl<s Committees. The 
non-mor.etary benefits provided by the company such as housing and 
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pensions were no longer rationalised solely in terms of moral l y 
uplifting the worker. They were now perceived in tenns of alleviating 
the workers ' low material s tandards that could obscure the commun i ty 
of interest that existed between employer and employee and allowed 
the vagaries of the workers' personalj:ties to take control. Welfare 
could ~reate harmony between the ideals of employers and employees, 
It would secure the workers' efficiency within i ndustry whilst e nabling 
the worker ta play his part as 'an int ell igent and capable citizen' 
(Cadbury, 1913: 9), 
WBlfare was perceived almost solely in t erms of its contribution 
towards business efficiency. It was offered as part of t he employment 
package in expectation of the employees' moral committment. 
Scientifically administered, the welfare schemes offered Cadburys 
a means by which they could manipulate the employees, 
Progressivism, as a justification for welfare, was easily 
adapted by the Cadbur ys as it was largely congruent with the beliefs 
and values that comprised their social image. But the Bournville 
workers' acceptance of Progressivism was mare problematic. There 
was no inherent reason why an i deology such as Progressivism, made 
up of fairly limited abstract and ' ascribed ' beliefs, should have 
been identical with a class imagery which was more diffuse and 
spontaneously acquired by th~ individual's ever yday life experience. 
Yet Progressivism, with its emphasis on nationa l efficiency and 
scienGe, lay outside the worker 's immediate lived experience (Newby 
et al, 1978: 281). It may,therefore,be assumed that its source lay 
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partly in beliefs generated by the Cadburys and transmitted to the 
workers and partly in the attitudes of the workers. 
Whilst Progressivism as an ideology may have conflicted with 
the workers' social image it must be remembered that in the case 
of the Cadbur y workers at Bournville the social construction of 
reality occurred within a pre-existing context, that is, within a 
self contained community structured by the workers' participation 
in welfare. The production of social imagery at Bournville was in 
this way a dynami c process contained within the confines of the 
Cadburys' hegemonic system of core beliefs. The workers therefore 
had no choice within such a situation, but to accept the dictates 
of the Cadburys. 
2? 
CHAPTER FOUR 
CLAREMONT: AN ANTIPODEAN VENTURE 
The Cadbury factory at Claremont was initially hailed as t he 
Australian Bournville. It was, to an extent, a continuation of the 
Bournville Quaker tradition but the main ideology in forming it was 
Progressivism, manifesting itself in the Cadbury's particular brand 
of huma n relations. It was amongst the forefront regarding welfare 
in Australia (Council of Science and Industry, Bulletin no.l?, 1920). 
This ideological ambivalence was to a certain degree reflected 
in the Bournvill e directors ' cho ice of Australian directors . William 
and Thomas Cooper wer~ both British born Quakers who had managed 
Cadbury's affairs in Australia for upwards of thirty years. Thei r 
colleagues were Arthur Hackett and F.H. Colleyshaw who were also 
Britis h born but were representative of the newer vein of secular 
managers. Their duty was to administer the principles supplied to 
them by the British based Australian Committee. Claremont was 
literally a Britis h factory, directed by British based directors and 
administrators tra nsported onto Australian soil. 
Hobart offered the best opportunity for t he establishment of a 
garden factory along Bournville lines. It was taken for granted 
that the sacrifice for the Bournville ideal s hould not be too great, 
that is, idealism should not be allowed to interfere with profit 
(w . Cooper to Cadbury Bros. 17 Sept. 1918, Board Meetings File, 1924). 
It was in the pursuit of this end that the . appeal of Hobart 's amenable 
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labour force lay. The Cadburys had acknowledged the link between 
Bournville's isolation and welfare leading to a committed and 
efficient workforce (Cadbury 1912, Cadbury 1913). The A~s tralian 
directors were advised that, if poss ible, the factory s hould be placed 
in a small town or self- contained community a s these posses s ed a n 
'atmosphere and s pirit tha t was conducive to harmonious working' . 
Furthermore,it s hould be placed a way from the docks a s the disruptive 
ideas of the dock. workers would prevent an equable labour a tmos phere 
(G . Cadbury Jr., 6 Aug. 1919? Board Meeting File, 1924) . 
The effects of Tasmania' s lack of large- scale, s econda ry indus try 
ha d been to produce a l abour force lacking in any tra dition of radical-
ism. This tendancy had been further reinforced by geographical i s olation 
which had prevented workers from coming into contact with the more 
radical labour ideas and organisations of mainland Aus tralia . It was 
becaus e of thes e reasons that, in the strike- prone and uns ettled 
period following World War I, Tasmania was judged to possess a more 
settled, amenable and unsophisticated labour force with the poss ibil i ty 
of greater output per ma n hour. As well, it had a grea t er supply of 
uns killed labour, lower wage s , (Appendix I), cheap hydro-el ectric 
power, a temperate climate and adequate water s upply necessary for 
r efrigeration purposes. These factors were thought by the Bournvill e 
directors to be worth more in incalculable terms than an est i mated 
£10,000 in freight cos ts that could be saved by siting the facto r y 
in Melbourne (Board Meeting Minutes File Jan.1920 to Oec.1921, J a n. 
to Dec. 192 3). 
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The Bournville directors hop ed to magnify these tendencies 
by further isolating their workers in a self contained village at 
Claremont, eight and one- half miles f rom Hobart. In taking t his 
decision they were confident of t heir ability to attract labour 
especially at such a time of labour shortage. The solution was to 
offer welfare in the form of housing and other benefi t s, as part of 
the employment contract. Welfare was now to be used as a means to 
attract wor l<ers and morally bind them to the company, than as a means 
ta rel igious ends as had originally been the case at Bournville. 
But the offer of welfare does not necessarily guarantee worker 
participation as the studies of the privat ised-instrumental worker 
illustrated (Goldthorpe et al, 1978). I n order to understand what 
motivated Aus tralian workers to enter i nto Cadbury's employ a nd 
participate in t heir welfare schemes it is necessary to t ake into 
account the workers' attitudes that emerged in the process of 
industrialisation. 
F.W. Eggleston's concept of the self- contained man pr ovided a 
useful basis f or analysis of worker attitudes. The self-contained 
man was thought to be found i n t he highly developed s uburbs of a n 
Australian city . He possessed good accommodation, a nice garden , a 
back yard and a fence against intrusion . He fe lt he was not a vict i m 
of cir cumstancebutcouldexercise a power of choice which manifest 
itsel~ in belligerence towards those in aut hority . The proletarian , 
had surrendered himself to the i ndefinite , impersonal, and self-
contained individualism (Eggleston, 1932: 330-1). 
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Embourgeoisement had caused such a worker to put aside any thoughts 
of wider social change in favour of individual betterment. 
The Australian workers' relative affluence had been gained 
through a shortage of labour, sustained militant trade union activity 
in the 1890 1 s and by increasing government intervention in economic 
relationships. The militant demands of trade unionism and labour 
shortage, had pressured colonial governments into passing industrial 
arbitration acts, factory acts and old age pension acts. Arbitration 
was implemented as a means of disarming a nd controlling militant trade 
unionism without continuous resort to industrial warfare . But, as 
developed by the Commonwealth, it was linked with the new protective 
legislation in an attempt to distribute between workers and employers 
the product of a protected economy (Gollan,1970 : 152). The benefits 
flowing to the worker from a capitalist economy were such that he 
neither acted nor desired to change such a system. He was content 
to extract what benefits he could from such a s ystem. 
The traditional ·proletarian worker usually experienced a high 
degree of job involvement and strong attachment ta primary work groups. 
These primary groups of workmates were usually leisure time companions, 
often neighbours and not infrequently kin. This communal sociability 
created a high moral density and reinforced sentiments of belongingness 
to a worl<::-dominated collectivity (Lockwood , 1966). But the lack of 
large scale secondary industry in Hobart and consequent variety 
of occupational experiences prevented the formation of s uch a factory-
based occupational community. Instead , t he worker was socialised 
in a s mall -scale,materi ally-affluent, _working-class, community 
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based upon geographic concentration, stability, intimacy and a shared 
culture. It was orientations developed in t his co ntext that were taken 
to the work situation and were conducive for Cadbury's ideology a nd 
des ign. 
The conditions of work are always mediated through the meaning 
that men give to their work, and through their definitions of t he work 
situation. These meanings and definitions vary with the particular 
sets of wants a nd expectations t hat men bring ta their employment. The 
privatised-instrumental worker is attracted to his present employm ent 
by t he offer of high wages, s ecurity of employment and the extent of 
welfare and ot her fringe-benefi ts. He resides in a community 
charact erised by geographicall y mobile heterogeneous populations . 
Unre l a t e d by the ascrip t i ve ties of kins hip , longstanding neig hbourliness 
and s hared wo r k experi ence, the workers tend to be privitised, that is 
exhibit a pattern of social life that is centred upon, and largely 
restricted to, the home and conjugal family. Work of a stressful 
nature is undertaken essentially as a means to the pursuit of ends 
outside of work and us ua lly re l ated to standards of domestic living. 
They chose to give overriding emphasis to the instrumental aspects 
of work a nd therefore, i n effect, devalue its other aspects s uch as 
t he creation of social relationships. Their propensity to accept work 
as essentially a means to extrinsic ends can be understood as exis ting 
independent l y of, a nd prior to, their involvement in their present 
work situation (Gol dt horpe et al, 1978). 
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Cadburys made themselves into attractive employers by offering 
we~fare schemes that appealed to the Hobart worker's instrumental 
orientations. The attitudes towards work prevalent amongst the local 
labour force had been mediated by his participation in an affl uent 
working class community. The worke~consciously chose to accept the 
monotony and deskilling of automative production at Cadburys to gain 
the benefits of welfare and thereby improve their standard of living 
within the community. The Hobart worker also showed a propensity to 
participate in the sporting and social clubs offered by Cadburys, but 
hi$ attitudes made him unwilling to engage in social relationships 
within the factory. His prior involvement in an intimate working class 
community made it easier for him to become involved in such social 
relationships, as he . was · already familiar with at least some of 
the other participants. Whereas the traditional proletarian worker 
carried values and relationships from the factory to the community. 
The Hobart worker was, to a certain extent, more simil ar to the 
privatised-instrumental worker insofar as he carried norms and 
relationships from the community to the factory. 
A Bournville in Hobart 
The planning of the village at Claremont was thought to be 
secondary in importance only to the planning of the factory. But the 
. . 
Bournville directors were unreali~tic and ignorant in their views 
of conditions in Tasmania . Tasmania was thought of as the Antipodes 
where the 'primeval calm was yet undisturbed by the s yncopated clamour 
of modern industry' and visualised as 'rising out of the virgin forests 
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the genesis of peaceful garden cities that surround droning factories 
from which •.• pour endless streams of quarter-pound tins' (L . J . Cadbury 
to A. Hackett, 31 May, 1920, Board Meetings Minute File, 1924). It 
was with visions s uch as these that t he Bournville directors guided 
the development at Claremont. 
The Australian directors laid the initial outlines for the village 
making provisions for a 'Civic Centre', public buildings and shops . 
True to their Quaker beliefs, 'no public houses or a ny objectionable 
trades were to be permitted'. Charles Reade, the South Australian 
town planner, was then contacted ta plan Claremont. In true Progressive 
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style Reade recommended that an efficient a nd economical plan of 
development was necessary. It must secure all the advantages and 
attractions of a modern industrial village at the leas t cost combined 
with a s killed adaptio n of cottage design to local climate, costs , 
customs a nd conditions. Reade recommende d that a Bournville architect 
work with local planner Scott-Griffiths in order to get 'improved 
and at the same time more economical results in housing the worker 
in Australia and creating conditions favourable for the acceptance 
of welfare work and s upervision outside the factory as well as within 
(c. Reade tow. Cooper, 17 Sept, 1920 , Board Meeting Minute 
File Jan. 1920 to Dec. 1921, Jan. to Dec. 1923). Clearly, housi ng was 
seen as integral to the wholesale success of welfare as a means of control. 
Reade later recommended that, to preserve and control the area 
until complete development had taken place, some authority must be 
retained by the owners, and that unless the company intended to develop 
the area themselves a coopsraiive and adminis trative trust should be 
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founded. He emphas ised t hat both housing conditions and worker 
demands in Aus tralia were very different from t hose in England a nd 
that this di fference i n condit i ons was s o marked tha t the widest 
ada ptation of any s uccessful methods in Britain s hould be practised 
(Reade to Cadbury Bros. 16/11/20 Board Meeting Minutes Fil e J a n. 1920 
to Dec. 1921, Jan . to Dec. 1923). This awareness of Australian 
con di t:lons and plea for flexibility was one that was sorel y ignored 
by the Bournville directors. 
The Cadbury directors were very conscious of the cost of s uch a 
venture as that planned a t Claremont a nd urged the Australian directors 
to keep dawn their overhead charges. The efficiency and ideals of 
a factory were not t hought to be dependent upon the amount of money 
spent upon welfar e s chemes but upon the spirit in which t he factory 
was run. In thi s respect, scientific management and less expens ive 
welfare sc hemes were thought to be more important than costly housing. 
With this in mind the Aus tralia n directors believed Reade had a 
somewhat exaggerated idea of the greatness and importance of the 
local community, and decided that, for the moment , t hey would only 
concer n themsel ves with parts of the plan that needed their immediate 
attention. However, in trying to follow Reade' s plan the y found 
themselves cons t antly striking problems. They, therefore, contacted 
Reade's successor, Caotain Earle . It was t,i s modified plan tha t 
was followed (Figure 2 ) (E. Cad bury to T.E. Cooper 24 April 1922, C-F-P 
Committee Minutes ). 
I 
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However9 even this tempered idealism involved in Claremont was 
rapidly waning in t he face of heavy expense. The difficulties involved 
in getting an economic rent from the houses erected specifically for 
their British employees (Plate 1) s howed the impossibility of the new 
-company erecting a sufficient number of company financed houses at 
Claremont for the local population. The directors were torn between 
their responsibility to hold and develop the estate themselves a nd 
I 
the r ational calculating side of business which dictated they s hould 
minimisetheir losses and sell the land s ubject ta various restrictions 
which 'would conserve our interests a nd which could be arranged to a 
very large extent ta express t he ideas we hold in town planning'. 
Assured that leasehold was not the form of holding preferred in 
Australia, it was decided t hat the compa ny should build the first 
twel ve houses. This wo uld encourage workers ta build their own cottages 
which would cause land prices to rise. When the second Bo urnville was 
in working order, the company would be able to sell l a nd at a profitable 
rate (T. Cooper to Bournville 8 June 1921, Board Meetings Minute file 
Jan . 1920 to Dec. 1921, Jan. to Dec. 1923 ) . 
However, by 1923 no land ha d been s old. It was s uggested that 
Cadburys adopt a loan scheme similar to that in operation at 
Electrolytic Zi nc (E.Z. ) Co. to encourage employees to build at 
Claremont. In t he meantime Bournville decided to defer t he home 
building scheme for one year, until late 1924 when it was decided to 
operate a scheme similar to t hat at Baurnville and E.Z. offering 
fa vourable rates of interest to those who wished to build up~n the 
peninsula. (T.F. Cooper to C.F.P. Committee, 15 Oct. 1923, Private 
a nd Confidential I nformation for Australia, Second file, 28/ 8/ 21 
Board Minutes and I ndex, 1924 ) . 
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It would appear that the Bo urnville directors were completely 
ignorant of the incompatibility between certain of their principles 
a nd conditions i n Aus tralia . Even given the high cost of erecting 
houses in Australia , the Ca dbur y maxim that welfare was not charity 
but sound bus i nes s ma de them unwilling to subsidise worker hous ing . 
Their belief that welfare must be run on so und economic principles, 
tha t is, it mus t be profitable, prevented the formation of a Bournvi l le 
i n Hobart. The monetary terms on whi ch Cadburys offered their housing 
were not generous enough to appeal t o the workers' instrumental 
attitudes and induce them to break tf1e bonds binding them to the working 
class community to move to Claremont. The incongruence between 
certain of the Ca dbury attitudes and those of the Australian workers 
had consequences they did not, or co~ld not ~ a nticipate; namel y, 
the Aus tralian workers• refusal to participate in Cadbury hous ing 
schemes. But despite the absence of a villag e a round the works, the 
other welfar e schemes offBre d sufficient benefits to entice the 
worker to participate. It was in this way Cadburys were able to 
encompass the wo r ker and gain his moral comm i ttment . 
Ca dburys still felt it was their duty, to a limited extent, to 
watch over the morals of their employees. Ma rried women were no t 
employed in the factory, whilst on the workers' train to Claremont 
the men were to sit in the ba ck carriages and t he women in the front, 
this division be ing supervised by a s pinster forewoman (B . A. Wells , 
Interview). They felt it was their duty to provide for the religious 
and recreational needs of the thirty or s o British technicians and 
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managers who they were taking out and sett ling down in a place where 
'no or few opportunities for social or religious intercourse exist'. 
The Quakers who lived on the Claremont estate felt the need to 
establish a Friends meeting house which they hoped would revitali s e 
the failing Quaker t radition. It would also prove t o be a boon to 
the village insofar as it could also be used as an adult s chool in 
the Bournville tradition. This awareness of the isolation of Claremont 
from the entertainmen~s and conveniences of the town prompted Cadburys 
to provide as one of the first welfare provisions a social hall complete 
wi th billiards room, reading room and a dancing or l ecture room 
(w. Cooper to E. Cadbury 29 Janua ry 1921, letter to Cooper 17 Sept. 1923, 
C.F.P. Committee Meetings 19 March 1923) . 
As early as 1922 sporting teams were being forme d, encouragement 
was given to employees to a ttend technical classes and a works do ctor 
was in evidence. Doubts were expressed as to whether the s uccess of 
these clubs would be hampered by so many of the workers living away 
from the factory. I n spite of this,Dramatic, Musical and Camera Clubs 
and a library were operating by 1923. In 1924 the Sick Benefit Scheme, 
a Suggestion Scheme, a Distress Fund and a picnic s tarted (Minute , 
139, Board Minutes and I ndex 1924; Colleyshaw to W. Cadbury 1 Oct. 
1923 Private and Confidential Information for Australia ). 
Scientific Welfare 
Welfare was judged to be of sufficient importance by the Australia n 
directors to cons ult and later appoint A. W. Hutchins;E.Z .'s i ndustrial 
officer . Hutchins was the archetypal Progressive; a disinteres t ed 
expert whose role was to fo r mulate a welfare policy along scientific 
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and disinterested lines. 
An industrial policy was thought to be necessary to secure the 
capital invested and the future of t he industry from the disintegrating 
i nfluences brought to bear by militant trade union officials. In 
order ta null ify these influences, Hutchins suggested a common meeting 
gro und between employee a nd employer might be found in the direction 
of sickness a nd accident arrangements and suitable sports. 
Welfare was ta play the same integrating role as at Bournvillo. 
It was to emphasise t hat the interests of employer and employee were 
not a ntagonistic but complementary. The employer was to demons trate 
this by venturing beyond t he wage contract and providing welfare . 
This was looked upon by employees as attributable ~o the emplo yer s ' 
generosity, and was expected to invoke feelings of gratitude a nd moral 
committment from the workers. In this way , t he Cadbury company was 
able to define its power as a service to employees . Thus , the relative 
position of t he Cadbury compa ny with regard to its workers became 
defined as given with each possessing reciprocal rights and obligatio ns, 
that is, an organic unity of mutual and harmo nious interdependence. 
Ant icipating to a certain extent the sentiments expressed by 
Eggleston, Hutchi ns forwarded the opinion that indirectness of method 
was essential as Australians were very s uspicious of a direct approach, 
and would stand behind proposals emanating from themselves rat her 
t ha n any s uggestions t he management may make. The emp loyees must r un 
n 
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all the clubs helpe d out by the inspiration and leadership of the 
Company' s i ndustrial officer. The impression had to be left i n t he 
mi nds of the employees that they were 'running it' and not being run. 
Hutchins proposed that after the sporting clubs and i ns ura nce 
schemes had been running for some months the opportunity might be taken 
ta engineer a meeting of delegates from each concern to discuss t he 
formation of a joint association to coordinate the whole and gradually 
extend the cooperative activities of the Claremont community. At t hat 
s tage it would not be difficult to get the employees ta suggest that 
a f ull time secretary be appointed by the Company to be the executive 
officer for these activities (Hutchi ns to Colleyshaw, 27 Jul y 1923 , 
Private and Confidential I nformation for Aus tralia Second File) . 
Human relations 9 as administered by Hutchins, aimed i n a calculat-
ing way to gain control over the worker in order to prevent industrial 
co nflict and to secure the fu t ure of the compa ny . Alt hough the worker 
may have initially participated in welfare for instrumental reas ons , 
r egardless of this , it enab l ed the Cadbur y company' s control t o extend 
i nto the employees' working and social life. Hutchins recognised t r1at 
the worker's part icipat ion in welfare made hi m ideologically dependent 
upon the company to s uch an ext ent that the company would be able t o 
get him to s uggest ideas. The company' s control over the worker had 
become s o extensive he had no access to alternative i nterpretations. 
He had no choice but to morally s ubscribe t o the company's i nterpret-
a tion of the s ituations he was placed i n . In t his way, the paternal-
isti c relations hip was legitimised enabl i ng stabilised patterns of 
control to be perpetuated virtually without challenge, 
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The success of Hutchin's expectations can be guaged by the 
formation of a Welfare Committee in 1924 whose functions were very 
similar to the Bournvills Workers ' Councils. It was comprised of 
three management representatives a~d seven workers. Its duties included 
recreation and grounds, education, s ocia l - work, sickness and insurance 
a nd the canteen (Board Meetings Minute File, 1924 ). Th e Welfare 
Committee advised in 1925 that it would be advantageous to begi n a 
pension or superannuation provident fund as soon as circumstances 
permitted. The proposition was put before the Bournville Board who 
debated whether 'we ought to accept the position we ha ve a moial 
obligation to make some provision for the male employees at Claremont'. 
Cadburys decided it was difficult for them to undertake s uch a n 
obligation while Claremont was st ill running at a loss. It was ' in the 
interest of the employees themselves in order to assure their continued 
employment with t he company not to do anything which would delay 
the convers ion of the present loss into profit'. The Bournvi lle 
directors felt they had no obligation until Cadburys' permanent 
position in Austral ia was assured (Minutes 175 Board Minutes 1925--6; 
Aust. Committee Min utes 14 Jan. 1920 to 26 Aug. 1929). 
Claremont recorded its first profit of £17,800 in 1929. But 
in 1930 they were reporting a positive s lump in demand and a consequent 
drop in production by more t han fift y percent. In response to this 
the number of employees dropped dramatically . (Appendix 2) This, 
effectively, marked the end of a ny further idealistic attempts to 
create a Bournville in Hobart. 
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Nevertheless, welfare continued to function strongly in s ome 
areas. In 1937 the average workforce numbered 595. In that same year 
the Claremont Workers Sick and Dental Benefit Scheme had 573 members. 
In terms of membership the various clubs were as follows: 
Club 
Library 





Tennis Club 1 
CLUB MEMBERSHIP FOR THE YEAR 
1937 








Welfare had become an established t r adition and participation in it 
was taken for granted. Although it underwent a fem porary decline i n 
war years, almost thirty years later in 1956 the 1Cr:i.cket Club, Social 
Club, Colour Camera Club, Girl s ClLlb, Floricultural Society, Library 
and annual picnic s till continued. The s ocial effects of these welfare 
schemes was to bind t he employees to the company a nd gain their moral 
commitment. 
However, this trend towards using welfare provis ions as a means 
of control was not widespread in Australia. From 1913-20 40 .6~ of 
strikes were due to work conditions and management policy; this 
proportion rose to 48.?0/4 in 1921-30. Industrial unrest due to wage 
and hour disputei:1 fell in those periods from 41.5'-Yo to 21.93/o (O xam 1973:48). 
These trends were not apparent at Cadburys where they had for 
many years the i mpressive record of not having los t a day's productio n 
through industrial action. They were able to attract the workers who 
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were most likely not housed under good conditions and wis hed to 
improve their lot, (Production Report 26 / 4/ '36 Suppl. Papers 1956). 
In the early 1960 1 s this group was comprise d of mig rants mai nly from 
Yugoslavia and Poland, who came ta represent an increasing proportion 
of the labour fo rce (Appendix 3). It is likely that their lack of 
integration into Australian society and their apathy towards trade 
unionism enabled them to be easily encompassed by the paternal istic 
relationship. The effect of welfare was such that the loyalty of 
the worker was s tronger to the company t han to his union , therefore 
ensuring that the unions remained disunited and docile. This 
guaranteed that for a considerable period the Cadbury workers remained 
lower paid than i n other industries, even though it may be argued 
that in real terms, welfare gave the workers a potentially larger 
pay packet. In 1958, t he E.Z. Co. paid their fitters £21/17/ 0, 
Australian Newsprint Mills £20/ 7/6 , whereas Ca dbury were able to pay 




Having examined through historical sources a nddocument s t he 
principles, development and social consequences of welfare at Cadburys, 
Claremont, the relationships between Progressivism, paternalism, 
Quakerism and the attitudes of Australian workers can be seen to be 
crucial factors in the development of welfare programmes. From th is 
basis further s uggestions are forwarde d regarding the direction 
future research on welfare at Cadburys may take. 
Welfare at Claremont contained no elements of evangelism that 
attempted to raise the worker moral ly. It was a secular mea ns to 
rationally calculable ends, and as s uch involved the manipulation of 
the employees in order to gain t he greatest possible profit. Qua keris m 
was, t herefore , given only t oken recognit ion at Claremont. I ns t ead 
of dictating welfare policy, it had become mer ely a matter of privat e 
wors hip , of concern only to the few ,Quakers amongst the Britis h 
immigrants. Thus it fail e d to have a pervasive influence. 
This was at least partly due to increasing trends t owards 
s ecularisation and i ndustrial unres t in a changed societal context. 
These changes ha d made Quakerism less relevant as an ideology wh ich 
ju~tifieci welfare as changing t he social e nviro nm ent and morally 
raising the worker, especially given the affluence of the Australian 
worker . Religious dogma, s uch a s that of Quakeris m did not have 
the same releva nce to suburba n Hobart in 1920, as it did to the s lums 
of Birmingham in 1879. 
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des troyed their belief in t he reciprocal obl igations involved between 
employer and employee, Thus in 1920, E.Z, was paying t heir trades men 
18/- a nd t heir builder's labourers 14/4 per day, when the determina-
tion of the builders and painters wages Board set tradesmen wages 
at 20/- and builder's labourers at 18/- as well as decreeing a forty 
four hour week . Th e company refused to a dhere to t he determination 
resulting i n a lock- out (Burrows, 1978). 
The economic i nterests of E.Z. demanded tha t the workers be 
treated as impersonal commodities sub j ect to the vagaries of the labour 
market, whilst the obligations of paternalism demanded t hey be personally 
protected a nd cared fo r as far as possible, The collapse of the 
labour market forced E.Z. to deny t he paternalist ic relationship by 
dis missing a number of workers, E.Z.'s resort to coercivij power i n the 
lockout broke a ny remain i ng paternalistic links between employer a nd 
employees . The extent of worker loyalty a nd committment was decreased, 
ensuring that from this period E.Z. paid higher wages t han Cadburys 
(Newby : 1977b). 
The contrast between E. Z. and Cadbury' s allows us to see more clearly 
the outcomes of paternalistic relat i onships formed through welfare, and 
s trengthened by the specific ~omposition and attitudes of the Cadbury l abour 
force. These outcomes constitute to a certain extent an unintended consequence 
of the Cadbury programme. However, these effects were con:ipatible with the 
strategy formulated by the Cadbury management to prevent industrial unrest, 
and to minimise product i on costs. In that sense paternalism has proved to 
be a succes s. 
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Some methodologica l problems were encountered. The 1921 census 
was too crude to give data to s upport the Hobart worker hypothesis 
whilst the figures in the 1933 census were affected by a depressed 
economy. The Hobart worker concept was mainly constructed from the 
perceptions of the Cadbury managers. As well,a qualitative change in 
the nat ure of the documents held by Cadburys made it difficult to 
assess the social impact of changes such as the new houses erected an 
the estate between 19.49-59 ta attract skHled labour, the large post 
war influx of migrant workers and variations in welfare since 1960. 
The greatest change occurred in 1971 when Cadburys merged with Schweppes. 
This new compa ny took action to dispose of all nan-earning ass ets 
by selling the bawling and golf clubs a nd 71 of the 84 houses the 
company had built. Within the factory rationalisatio ns were made 
resulting in some employees becoming redundant. Further research could 
be undertaken to relate these events, signifying the end of paternalism , 
with the subsequent increase :i.n industrial unrest at Cadbury-Schweppes. 
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A COMPARISO!'J 9£._§0ME FACTORY FIG U!'.:\ES 
IN THE VAR IOUS STATES OF AUSTF1ALIA 
Item N.S.W. Victoria Tasma nia Remarks In 
favour 
of 
Per s ons per 10,000 Lower fi gure 
population employed for Tas. 
in factories 635 8 36 406 mea ns more to Tas. 
be 'tapped ' 
No . of factorie s 
over 100 hands 191 191 7 
Total hands in all 
factories 118000 117000 8080 
Males 89000 '75000 6860 
Females 29000 42000 1220 
Males 7si/a 64°/o 85~ 
Females 25°/o 36°/ii 150/a )very little 
)female factory 
)labour in Tas. 
To bring T. up 
to NSW level Tas. 
will yield 190 
workers per 
10,000 popul-
ation, i. e. r n Hobart alone 
about 400 
females. 
Wages per male 
1912 £89 £83 £93 Vic . 
Wages per male 
1917 £149 £136 £120 Tas. 
Wages pfFr female 
I 1912 £48 £45 £ 37 Tas. 
Wages per female 




employee 1912 £208 £159 £159 r--1.s.w. 
1917 £245 £196 £277 Tas, 
Pop. of stc;1te 1930,000 l , LJ.31,000 209,000 
capital Source:Board Meetings Minute File Jan.1920 to 
--- Dec. 1921: Jan.to Dec. 1973. 
Appendix 2 
Factory numbers 
1929 Ju'iy 329 
1930 II 234 
1931 II 205 
1932 n 270 
1933 II 321 
1934 II 434 
1935 II 519 
Source: Factory Directors Reports Nos. 14- 34, 




Migrants as o& of faC~Q!~□rkforce 
Men Girls 
T "¥a 
Marci, 1958 19 27 
Sept 1960 23 32 
Dec 1960 23 33 
March 1961 22 36 
Sept 1961 23 35 
March 1962 23 31 
Sept 1962 22 33 
Oct 1962 22 33 
Dec 1962 21 31 
Mig,r,§l!ltS ~ - Nat iC),I'!~lit't: 
Men Girls Total 
- --· 
Austrian B 3 11 
Bulgarian 1 1 
Czech 4 1 5 
Dutch 3 6 9 
Ethiopian 1 1 
Finnish B 8 
German B 14 22 
Greek 8 14 22 
Hungarian 3 1 4 
Italian 13 5 18 
Japa nese 1 1 
Latvian 3 2 5 
Lithuanian 4 2 6 
Polish 28 40 68 
Roumanian 2 1 3 
Russian 1 1 
Swiss 2 2 
Turkis h 2 2 
Ukranian 2 6 8 
Yugoslavian 23 17 40 
236 
Ref: Supplementary Papers 1958, 1961 , 1962, 1963. 
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